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companies like Ingersoll Rand and

Hindutsan Tractors , where supplied products that we are also innovative products' Rabatex is a technological
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It is the continuous R&D that has inspired Rabatex to

come out with innovative and new products' which can be

competed with the global players. He added, "I've
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15 colour rotary cree! with optimisation software for yarn
package position, able to produce ma;<imum warp length
of 450 m, having operating speed of 1000 m/min.

'At the moment for our newly-developed products, we have
already been booked for seven to eight machines," he added.

After Rabatex's modest beginning, the company has
now customers in more than 28 countries. In fact, during

present, yearly Rabatex produces
close to 130 sectional warping

machines, 9 to l0 sample warping
machines and more than 400
spindles for single end sizing.

)
the exhibition itself, we were able to conclude orders from
USA and Bangladesh, " said panchal smilingly. He added,
'At present, ofthe totai market share, around Z5 per cent
is the domestic market and the rest 25 per cent is exports."

At present, yearly Rabatex produces close to 130
sectional warping machines, 9 to 10 sample warping
machine5 and more than 400 spindles for single end
sizing. 'Apart from this, we also have electric-operated
Material Handling equipment for the weaving industry. We
manufacture close to 300-325 such equipment in a year. In
India, almost 60-70 per cent of the textile industry is
served by Rabatex Industries," said the company's MD.

Speaking on the plans for the company, panchal had
tNs to say: "Last March, we had entered into a joint
venturc with KARL MAYER of Germany and A.T.E.
Enterprises to manufacture wafp preparation machines for
the Indian market with the technological guidelines from
KARL I\{AYER."

"Down the line, we ar€ also coming up with new
expansions, adding more high-end machines for
manufacturing at Rabatex," he said adding that in the next
couple ofyears, Rabatex is going to triple its cUrrent
capaciff. 'Apart from textiles, we are also focusing on
logistics and material handling equipment for different
industries. So we definitely need more capacity for this.
Nowadays, logistics and storage is the most important
parameter for any production industries. Rabatex has been
working with these products for the last few years and now
we are coming up with new products in the next quarter."

He concludes, "We are also developing some machines
for technical textiles. ln2O2O,we have India ITME
exhibition in Noida; we will showing our advance
machinery at this exhibition."

Brdcker TITAN ring - The Original
Over 45 million TITAN rings sold, a clear sign of
confidence from our customers. TITAN rings are
suitable for most types of fibres and cover the entire
yarn count range. TITAN rings offer a long lifetime,
even at highest rpm's.

TITAN - the benchmark for high performance ringsl

www.bracker.ch
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